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Abstract:  
 
Observations from space and in situ from the R.V. Corystes 8/03 Cruise show that a massive Karenia 
mikimotoi bloom occured during summer 2003 in the western English Channel. Due to exceptional 
climatoligical conditions that occured in June 2003, the installation of a very strong thermocline 
enhanced the development of a massive bloom over 1 million cells l−1 in the Central English Channel. 
This paper presents the application of a mathematical model of this species, previously developed in 
for the Bay of Biscay, into a general 3D model of the primary production of the English Channel and 
southern Bight of the North Sea. Allelopathic interactions exerted by K. mikimotoi on other 
phytoplankton species and the role of agitation in the mortality of this species are taken into account. 
The model includes the dynamics of the bloom and consequently reproduces with good agreement the 
geographical distribution of the K. mikimotoi bloom both surface and subsurface. The model suggests 
that the apparent transport of the bloom towards the French coasts as inferred from the satellite 
observation was not due to advection but was only caused by the establishment of suitable conditions. 
The sensivity of the K. mikimotoi distribution to boundary conditions, initialization and the role of 
turbulence is discussed.  
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1 Introduction

Harmful algal blooms have occured for many centuries in many pelagic ecosystems, before the1

possible influence of significant human activity, however, during the last decades these events2

have increased in number, areal distribution and biomass (Anderson, 1997; Chrétiennot-Dinet,3

1998; Riegman, 1998; Granéli, 2004). They have many forms and effects (Anderson, 1997),4

impressive primary production by non-toxic algae can provoke a temporary oxygen deficiency5

when decaying and strongly disturb the ecosystem. This primary production can often occur6

during a short period. A number of other species, for example Dinophysis, are poisonous at7

low concentrations. Estimates of the number of phytoplanktonic species that contain toxins8

varies from 60-78 (Sournia, 1995) to 100 (Granéli, 2004). The majority of these species belong9

to the Dinophyceae class (Sournia, 1995). Among them, the dinoflagellate Karenia mikimotoi10

is observed in all of the oceans and particularly in the coastal waters of northern Europe.11

This species was previously described as Gyrodinium aureolum, Gymnodinium cf. nagasakiense12

and Gymnodinium mikimotoi. Karenia G. Hansen and Moestrup is a new genus defined by13

Daugbjerg et al. (2000). It is responsible for the red to dark-brown discolouring waters when14

the density reaches over one million cells l−1. Effects on marine fauna are measurable above a15

few million cells per litre (Gentien, 1998). The production of high rates of viscous extracellular16

polysaccharides can cause asphyxiation in fish, a property called “rheotoxicity” (Jenkinson and17

Arzul, 1998, 2001). Widespread mortality events of wild fishes and benthic invertebrates were18

observed along the English south coast in 1978 and off the southwest Ireland in 1976 and 197819

(review of Jones et al. 1982). The economic consequences of fish kills due to red tides can be20

significant, e.g. fish farms in Scottish lochs in September 1980 (review of Jones et al. 1982),21

3,546 tons of caged fish were killed in Hong-Kong Bay in 1998 (Hodgkiss and Yang, 2001; Yang22

and Hodgkiss, 2001). In 1985, the occurence of a bloom at 800,000 cells l−1 of K. mikimotoi23

in the Bay of Brest caused a loss of 4,000,000 individuals in scalop nurseries and culture trays24

(Erard-Le Denn et al., 2001). Along the French Atlantic coast, a mortality of 800-900 tons of25

the mussel Mytilus edulis (Gentien, 1998) and many fish in 1995 coincided with an exceptional26

bloom of 48 million cells l−1 (Arzul et al., 1995). Exotoxin production can also affect the growth27

of other algae, this allelopathic effect has been demonstrated in many phytoplankton groups,28

for example on the diatom Chaetoceros gracile in the Ushant Front (Arzul et al., 1993) and on29

a natural population of dinoflagellates (Fistarol et al., 2004).
30

In the western English Channel, blooms of this species have often been observed in the Ushant31

Front (Pingree, 1975; Holligan, 1979; Holligan et al., 1984; Garcia and Purdie, 1994) and in32

the seasonally stratified region which extends from the central western English Channel to the33

coast of Cornwall (Le Corre et al., 1993; Rodr̀ıguez et al., 2000). These monospecific blooms34

can reach many millions of cells per litre and represent up to 100 mg m−3 of chl-a (Holligan,35

1979).
36

During summer 2003, spectacular sea surface chlorophyll a (SS-Chla) concentrations were ob-37

served from space by ocean colour images. Observations from the R.V. Corystes Cruise 8/0338

from 26 th June to 9 th July 2003 in the western English Channel highlighted that these high39

chlorophyll concentrations were due to a monospecific bloom of K. mikimotoi. The exceptional40

characteristic of this event is visible in Figure 1 (SS-Chla derived from SeaWiFS), while blooms41

are common in this area, the 2003 bloom started much earlier and reached a much greater cell42
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density (up to 1,000,000 cells l−1).
43

A modelling study of K. mikimotoi blooms in the context of the Bay of Biscay was first devel-44

oped by Loyer (2001) and Loyer et al. (2001). The goal of this work is to introduce the Loyer’s45

K. mikimotoi submodel in a regional ecosystem model of the Channel and southern North Sea,46

in order to test the robustness of this model in another ecosystem which is hydrodynamically47

and hydrologically different from the Bay of Biscay. The model is also used to evaluate the48

importance of each process in the Karenias ’s dynamics and the sensitivity of the model to49

some parameters.
50

2 Description of the study site
51

The English Channel is part of the Northwest European continental shelf, it connects the52

Atlantic Ocean to the North Sea (Fig. 2). Its boundaries are normally defined as the Dover53

Strait in the east, with the western end marked by the Isles of Scilly (UK) to Ushant (France).54

This system receives significant freshwater and nutrient inputs, in the east, from the river Seine55

(mean flow about 600 m3 s−1). However, the rivers that discharge into the western English56

Channel contribute very little to the overall input of nutrients compared to loadings of water57

masses coming from the Atlantic.58

The strong tidal regime leads to a range of hydrographic features, such as the high tidal range in59

the region of the Normand-Breton Gulf (Fig. 2), a complicated gyre system around the Channel60

islands of Jersey and Guernsey (Salomon et al., 1988), strong tides in the Dover straits with61

the residual circulation generally directed to the North Sea (Prandle et al., 1993). North of the62

Bay of Seine, along the French coast of the eastern English Channel, a front limits a narrow63

strip of fresher and chl-a richer waters called the “coastal flow” (Quisthoudt, 1987; Brylinski64

et al., 1991). In the Bay of Seine, high river flows induce a plume with strong horizontal and65

vertical gradients.66

Further west with weaker tides the waters stratify, where the Ushant Tidal Front (drawn in67

Fig. 2) separates well mixed waters along the north-western coast of Brittany, from summer68

stratified shelf waters of the central English Channel (Pingree, 1975).
69

3 The model70

During the last decades, the enhanced computer capacities allowed to build sophisticated models71

in terms of spatial refinement and biochemical complexity. 3D models are useful for the study72

of harmful algae events which are associated to local imbalance of nutrients or/and to local73

specific hydrodynamical structure. Ecological models are developped to study the dynamics74

of macroalgae (eg. Zostera marina in Mediterranean lagoons, Zharova et al., 2001; Plus et al.,75

2003; Pastres et al., 2004; Ulva lactuca in the Bay of Brest, Ménesguen et al., 2006) or microalgae76

species (eg. Phaeocystis globosa in the Channel and southern North Sea, Lacroix et al., 2007).77

Some of them are coupled to models of the catchment area of the rivers that discharge in the78

area of interest, like lagoons (eg. the Thau lagoon, Plus et al., 2006) or bays (eg. the Bay of79

Seine, Cugier et al., 2005a). In such enclosed environments, the oxygen dynamics is investigated80
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because of the mortality of various aerobic organisms wich results from the oxygen deficiency81

and its total disappearence in the bottom layer (Plus et al., 2003; Tuchkovenko and Lonin,82

2003). The accumulation of detrital organic matter, as a consequence of massive algal blooms,83

increases the oxygen demand for biochemical oxidation.
84

Good reviews of regional ecosystem models of the European Shelf can be found in the papers of85

Moll (1998) and Allen et al. (2001). Real coupling studies between general circulation models86

and ecosystem models appeared in late 1990’s with generally quite large meshes of 20 km87

(Skogen et al., 1995; Moll, 1998). As far as the biogeochemical modelling strategy is concerned,88

models differ from the number of cycles taken into account (among N, P, Si, C), the number89

of prognostic variables and the growth’s scheme chosen (Flynn, 2003). First models were of90

Nutrient-Phytoplankton-Zooplankton type. Trophic pathways have been expansed to microbial91

processes and to the benthic fauna. Actually, one of the more complex ecological model is92

ERSEM (Baretta et al., 1995; Ebenhöh et al., 1997; Baretta-Bekker et al., 1998). It describes93

the N, P, Si and C cycles in both pelagic and benthic foodwebs. Allen et al. (2001)’s model of the94

North West European Continental Shelf ecosystem is the first that combines both high spatial95

refinement and high biogeochemical complexity at a so large scale. It couples the biogeochemical96

module of ERSEM to the POL-3DB baroclinic model (Proctor and James, 1996; Holt and97

James, 2001) on a 12 km grid. Recently, Lacroix et al. (2007) coupled the mechanistic model98

MIRO (Lancelot et al., 2005), which in particular describes the dynamics of the mucilage99

forming algal species Phaeocystis globosa, with the high resolution 3D hydrodynamical model100

COHERENS applied to the Channel and Southern Bight of the North Sea (Lacroix et al.,101

2004).
102

In this study, the hydrodynamical model MARS3D is directly coupled to a biogeochemical103

model that describes locally the evolution of the non-conservative variables in water and sed-104

iment. At the same time, the hydrosedimental model SiAM-3D (Cugier and Le Hir, 2000)105

computes exchanges of particulate matters at the water/sediment interface from erosion and106

deposition processes. The sedimental velocity of diatoms and detrital matters are assessed, at107

each time step, in the biogeochemical module. The diffusion of dissolved substance between the108

multilayered sedimental bed and the bottom layer of the water column follows the concentration109

gradient.
110

3.1 The hydrodynamical model
111

In the Channel, due to the strong tidal gradient and the presence of small scale features a112

high resolution model is required. In this work, the MARS3D provides high resolution phys-113

ical 3D characteristics. It was developed by Ifremer (Lazure and Jégou, 1998; Lazure and114

Dumas, 2006) and is commonly used in many oceanographic regions some with coupling to115

higher trophic levels. It uses a finite difference scheme to solve the primitive Navier-Stokes116

equations under both hydrostatic and Boussinesq assumptions. The domain simulated in this117

study extends from the south of Brittany (47.5˚N, 5.6˚W) to north of the Rhine river plume118

(52.5˚N, 5.0˚W). The model is in spherical coordinates; the mean size of meshes is about 4119

km by 4 km. The water column is divided into 12 layers all over the domain and the thickness120

of the layers follows the bathymetry (σ-coordinates). The layers in the first third of the water121

column are thinner in order to have a good representation of the thermo-haline stratifications.122
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The bathymetry is provided by the SHOM (Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la123

Marine, France).
124

3.2 The biogeochemical model
125

The aim of this ecosystem model is to reproduce the dynamics of the free-living plankton with a126

simple biogeochemical model, similar to that previously developed for the Bay of Biscay (Loyer127

et al., 2001; Huret et al., 2007), the Bay of Seine (Ménesguen et al., 1995; Guillaud et al., 2000;128

Cugier et al., 2005b) and the Channel (Hoch and Ménesguen, 1997; Ménesguen and Hoch, 1997;129

Hoch, 1998; Hoch and Garreau, 1998). The originality of our approach lies in the adding of a130

specific submodel Karenia mikimotoi, as previously applied in the Bay of Biscay (Loyer et al.,131

2001).
132

3.2.1 State variables and common processes
133

The biochemical model is an extension of the NPZD model type (Nutrient-Phytoplankton-134

Zooplankton-Detritus). The model of the planktonic network (Figure 3) aims to simulate the135

fluxes between each level with only limiting elements such as nitrogen, silicon and phosphorus136

modelled, while carbon, the main constituent of the algal biomass, is not explicitly simulated137

because it is provided in non-limiting concentrations in marine systems by respiration and air-138

sea exchanges (Ménesguen et al., 2001). Oxygen in the sediment is also modelled due to its role139

in the fate of phosphorus and nitrogen in the sediment.
140

In the model, the phytoplankton feeds on two dissolved inorganic nitrogen forms, nitrate (NO−

3 ),141

ammonia (NH+
4 ) and the dissolved orthophosphate (PO2−

4 ). For (PO2−
4 ) due to its high affinity142

with sediment particles and suspended matter in the water column, exchanges through ad-143

sorption and desorption with the particulate exchangeable phosphate pool (Pads) are handled144

using kinetics already described in Guillaud et al. (2000) and Cugier et al. (2005b). The last145

nutrient required for siliceous algae (diatoms) is silicate (Si(OH)4) and the two functional phy-146

toplankton groups are simulated according to their dependence (diatoms Dia) or independence147

(dinoflagellates Din and nanoflagellates Nan) on silicon for growth. Karenia mikimotoi (Kar)148

can be distinguished from the general class of dinoflagellates by consideration of its own dy-149

namics and the special processes linked to it. The food-chain is closed by zooplankton divided150

into two classes by size, the microzooplankton (Miz) and the mesozooplankton (Mez), and by151

benthic suspension feeders (Bent). The detrital matter (Ndet, Pdet and Sidet) is composed of152

faecal pellets and dead organisms.
153

Equations for the local evolution of the non-conservative variables are listed in table 1 with154

the equations that govern the processes listed in appendices A and B. Parameter values are155

reported in tables 2, 3 and 4. The parameters for the suspended particulate matters (SPM)156

which are primarily fine particles are given in table 5.
157

3.2.2 Factors controlling phytoplankton growth
158
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The phytoplankton growth rate (µ in d−1) depends of the availability of nutrients, the irradi-159

ance and the ambient temperature. The multi-nutrient interactions in phytoplankton growth160

is of Monod type, which is of low complexity. Temperature acts independently from the other161

factors on the mortality and on the growth according to an Arrhenius law with Q10=2. Among162

the limiting factors (light, nutrients), the growth of each species is limited by the strongest163

limiting factor. However, high irradiance (above Iopt) inhibits growth of diatoms and dinoflag-164

ellates according to Steele’s formula (Steele, 1962) but does not apply to all algal groups of the165

model. The light limiting function for pico-nanophytoplankton conforms to a Michaelis-Menten166

function. From the irradiance at the sea surface level (I0), the availability of light for primary167

producers is a function of the depth (z) and the extinction coefficient (k). The equation for k168

has been verified in the bay of Biscay with SeaWiFS images (Gohin et al., 2005) and is derived169

from a combination of chl-a (to account for self-shading) and SPM concentrations (appendix170

B). Chl-a is deduced from diatom, dinoflagellate, nanophytoplankton and K. mikimotoi con-171

centrations assuming a group dependant N:chl-a. It is well known that some dinoflagellates, by172

the release of exotoxins, can affect the growth of their potential competitors. This allelopathic173

effect is exerted by Karenia on many sympatric species (Gentien, 1998; Hansen et al., 2003;174

Kubanek and Hicks, 2005). Growth inhibition has been reported for diatoms (Arzul et al., 1993)175

and for dinoflagellates (Fistarol et al., 2004). Exotoxin production also induces autoinhibition176

(Gentien, 1998; Kubanek and Hicks, 2005) and is thus important in the termination of the177

bloom (see Karenia mikimotoi submodel, §3.2.3). Thus, adding to the Loyer (2001)’s model,178

this property is taken into account. A positive correlation between the density of K. mikimotoi179

and its repression of the growth of the diatom Chaetoceros gracile was observed in the Ushant180

front system (Arzul et al., 1993) above a threshold K. mikimotoi concentration of between181

7,000 and 10,000 cells l−1. The growth attenuation rate (rall in %) fitted by Arzul et al. (1993)182

is :183

rall = 11.05 × log(Kar) − 33.06 (1)

where Kar is the concentration of Karenia mikimotoi in cells l−1. Although Kubanek and Hicks184

(2005) showed that K. brevis uses species-specific allelopathic strategies, for simplicity the above185

equation has been applied to all phytplanktonic functional groups.186

187

The omnivorous mesozooplankton feeds on the diatoms, dinoflagellates and microzooplankton,188

with the microzooplankton eating detrital matter and nanoflagellates with each class of zoo-189

plankton having its own preferential consumption behaviour (see table 3). The ingestion of the190

microzooplankton obeys a Michaelis-Menten equation (Hoch, 1998), whereas the capture rate191

of mesozooplankton follows the Ivlev’s equation (Hoch, 1998). The mortality of the mesozoo-192

plankton (mMez) is a second order process linked to the concentration of Mez.193

Phytoplankton and detritus can be ingested by benthic suspension feeders (Bent) located in194

the surface sediment. The description of the benthos dynamics is a compromise between (1) a195

complex system of suspension feeders as used in the benthic submodel of the Bay of Brest196

(Le Pape and Ménesguen, 1997; Le Pape et al., 1999) and (2) a rough grazing pressure used197

by Savina (2004) to control the primary production in an ecosystem box model of the Chan-198

nel (appendix A). The ingestion rate is higher during summer due to the use of a sinusoidal199

function to describe the seasonal time-course of maximum filtration. The grazing pressure and200

the release of matter by the benthos are only exerted on the bottom layer of the water column201

(layer number 1, of thickness equal to z(l=1)).202

Nutrients are regenerated by the remineralization of the detrital matters. The rate at which203
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diatoms sink (wDia) is linked to the nutritive limitation (fNlim) described in appendix B while204

the sedimentation velocity of detrital matter (wDet) takes into account its origin, either phyto-205

planktonic or zooplanktonic. Each type of detrital matters has it’s own sinking rate (wDet
Phy and206

wDet
Zoo).207

All the variables involved in the nitrogen cycle are expressed in µmol l−1 N , except zooplankton208

groups (µg l−1 dry wt) and benthic fauna (g m−2 C).
209

3.2.3 Karenia mikimotoi submodel210

The processes involved in the local evolution of K. mikimotoi (Kar, in cells l−1) are given by211

(Loyer, 2001; Loyer et al., 2001).212

213

dKar

dt
= µKar × Kar − mKar × Kar2 (2)

Karenia mikimotoi is extremely sensitive to agitation, Gentien (1998) observed that in cultures,214

the growth is optimal when the turbulence is very limited. Moreover, Gentien (1998) showed that215

turbulence increases the sensivity of K. mikimotoi to its own exotoxins. Turbulence increases the216

encounter rate and thus, the mortality rate. The term Kar2 of the above equation is proportional217

to the encounter rate. However, K. mikimotoi cells secrete some mucus which leads to the218

aggregation of cells. The probability for cells to stay “attached” after collision and to increase219

the autotoxicity is expressed by the parameter α (non-dimensional) which is thermo-dependant220

(Jenkinson and Arzul, 1999). Thus, α evolves following an exponential function between 15˚C221

and 20˚C; below 15˚C, α=0.05 and above 20˚C, α=1 (Loyer et al., 2001).222

The mortality rate formulation integrates the shear stress (γ, in s−1) resulting from the energy223

dissipation. According to Moum and Lueck (1985) :224

γ =

√

ǫ

7.5 ν
(3)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity. ǫ is the energy dissipation rate, which is fully computed from225

the turbulent kinetic energy by the MARS3D model.226

Following these considerations, the mortality rate (in d−1) equation is :227

mKar = γ × α × mcKar (4)

with mcKar, the nominal mortality rate ((cells l−1)−1).228

The growth is dependent on the temperature (µKar
T ), the available light (fKar

lum ) and nutrients229

(fKar
N and fKar

P ) :230

µKar = min(fKar
lum , fKar

N , fKar
P ) × µKar

T (5)

The light limiting function is of Michaelis-Menten type, with a half-saturation constant (KKar
I )231

determined in laboratory by Loyer (2001) : fKar
lum = Iz/(Iz + KKar

I ). The value of KKar
I corre-232

sponds to an adaptation of cells to low irradiances as shown by Garcia and Purdie (1992). The233

nutrient limitations are assessed as for other phytoplanktonic species by a Michaelis-Menten234

equation. The half-saturation constant for ammonia was calibrated by Loyer et al. (2001) high-235

lighting the ability of K. mikimotoi to grow at low mineral nitrogen concentrations (KKar
NH4=0.01236

µmol l−1) and to thrive mainly on ammonia (KKar
NH4 << KKar

NO3).237

Unlike the other phytoplanktonic classes, the growth of K. mikimotoi is directly linked to the238
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temperature by a polynomial function (µKar
T ). The rewiew by Loyer et al. (2001), gives the239

optimal temperature range for growth to be 14˚C-20˚C with maximum value of the growth240

rate to be 1.2 d−1 (Yamaguchi and Honjo, 1989). In this model, the growth is optimal (0.75241

d−1) at 15˚C and equal to 0.05 d−1 below 13˚C and above 23˚C. Grazing is generally an242

important factor on the control of the planktonic primary producers, however this not nesse-243

carily true for Karenia. Rodr̀ıguez et al. (2000) report consumation by Noctiluca scintillans,244

while Bjoernsen and Nielsen (1991) observed the avoidance by microzooplankton of subsurface245

waters dominated by K. mikimotoi. Birrien et al. (1991) noted the absence of zooplankton246

during a K. mikimotoi bloom in the Iroise Sea. It is not well established if the K. mikimotoi247

bloom area is avoided by the zooplankton or if K. mikimotoi is lethal for its potential predators248

(Gentien, 1998). As the grazing by copepods is probably low (Gentien, 1998), and perhaps nill,249

no top-down control is exerted on the K. mikimotoi population.250

The conversion of the cell density of Karenia mikimotoi into chl-a concentration is done with a251

ratio (rKar
cell:chl) calculated with data from the Corystes cruise. Only samples with Kar > 100,000252

cells l−1 are kept as being nearly monospecific. rKar
cell:chl=53,000 ± 31,000 cells (µg chl)−1 (n=45).253

Parameter values are displayed in table 3.
254

3.3 Initialization, forcings and boundary conditions
255

The transit time through the Western English Channel is typically a few months. Thus, after256

one year of spin-up, the initial conditions do not significantly influence the simulation. The257

1 st of January concentration of diatoms is imposed following SeaWiFS-derived chl-a and K.258

mikimotoi is initialized as 500 cells l−1 over the domain.259

A mean flow threshold of 5 m3s−1 has been fixed for the selection of rivers shown on figure260

2. Data was provided by the Cellule Anti-Pollution de la Seine, the Regional Agencies of the261

Environnement (DIREN) of Bretagne, Basse-Normandie, Nord-Pas de Calais and the Water262

Agencies of Loire-Bretagne, Seine-Normandie and Artois-Picardie. Data for English rivers cames263

from UK Environment Agency (South, South West and Thames Regions) and flow data from264

the National River Flow Archive of UK (NRFA). The inputs of the Rhine, Meuse and Sheldt265

came from the Institute for Inland Water Management and Waste Water treatment and the266

Rhine and Scheldt International Commissions.267

The meteorological model ARPEGE (Météo-France) provided fields of air temperature, air268

moisture, atmospheric pressure and wind with a 0.5˚ spatial and 6 hours temporal resolution269

respectively. The hourly sea solar irradiance (SSI) data came from a treatment of the satellite270

METEOSAT-7 sensor data (Brisson et al., 1994, 1996). Daily averages of the cloud cover at the271

Cap de La Hève meteorological station were provided by Meteo-France and were considered272

spatially homogeneous over the model’s domain.
273

The free-surface elevation and currents at the open boundaries of the 3D model are off-line274

provided by a 2D barotropic model of greater geographic extent which covers the north-western275

European Shelf (from 40˚N to 65˚N and from 20˚W to 15˚W). Monthly climatologies of276

nutrient concentrations, salinity and temperature at the northern boundary are deduced from277

ICES data (http://www.ices.dk/datacentre/data intro.asp). This boundary is divided278

into four sections to replicate the coastal-offshore gradient. Strong vertical gradients occur at279
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the western limit due to seasonal stratification, thus different bottom and surface values are280

imposed on both sides of the thermocline level computed by the model, in a similar manner to281

Ménesguen and Hoch (1997). The salinity is provided by a 3D model of the Bay of Biscay shelf282

(Huret et al., 2007) and temperature is relaxed to the climatology of Reynaud et al. (1998)283

with a time lag of 13 days.
284

At the end of winter light availabity is the limiting factor in the growth of phytoplankton.285

At that period of the year, the light in the water column is governed primarily by mineral286

SPM whose modelling is difficult as its concentration results from the effect of sucessive strong287

winter storms. For that reason, we have forced the offshore SPM of our model by using monthly288

mineral SPM maps derived from SeaWiFS (Gohin et al., 2005). This algorithm calibrated with289

in situ data deduces the non-living SPM concentration from the total SPM. From the sea290

surface SeaWiFS SPM data (SPMsat), the computed SPM concentration (SPMc) in the water291

column (depth z) is corrected by an exponential law as in Huret et al. (2007). This relationship292

is adapted in order to take into account a linear gradient effect of salinity :293

SPM(z) = SPMc(z) + (SPMsat − SPMc(z)) × exp−α×z × max
(

0;
S − Sth

Smax − Sth

)

(6)

with α = 0.03, Sth = 30.0 p.s.u. and Smax = 35.6 p.s.u.. In regions of fresh water influence (de-294

fined by a salinity threshold value Sth=30.0 p.s.u.), the turbidity is fully described by SiAM-3D.295

Due to the high presence of cloud cover in the Channel, daily satellites scenes were not available,296

so monthly composites of the sea surface mineral SPM were constructed from SeaWiFS-derived297

“Ocean color” data and were interpolated to daily values to force the model.
298

4 Validation data299

A large data set was available for the validation of the model. The stations used are displayed300

in Figure 2. The CEFAS research vessel Corystes (Cruise 8/03) provides an extensive source301

of validation with numerous CTD profiles, surface samplings and scanfish sections collected302

during fromthe 26 th June - 9 th July. Samples for phytoplankton analysis were taken from dis-303

crete depths at each CTD station by preserving 55 ml sub-samples withdrawn from the CTD304

rosette sampling bottles, in acidified Lugol’s Iodine. Samples were kept cool and in the dark305

until analysis. Cell densities were estimated after sedimentation using the technique outlined in306

Raine et al. (1990). Cells that conformed to the description outlined in Ottoway et al. (1979)307

were scored as Karenia mikimotoi.308

309

The “ocean colour” sea surface information was processed from SeaWiFS (Sea-viewing Wide310

Field-of-view Sensor) satellite data by an empirical specific algorithm (Gohin et al., 2002, 2005).311

SS-Chla concentrations estimates within the bloom were above 20 µg l−1 in the central English312

Channel and up to 70 µg l−1 locally during the Corystes 08/03 Cruise. The bloom had dimen-313

sions of the order 60×30 nautical miles. According to the SeaWiFS images, the K. mikimotoi314

bloom appeared in the central western English Channel at the end of June and reached the315

French coast of Brittany by the beginning of August. The French Phytoplankton and Phyco-316

toxin Monitoring Network (REPHY) counted 405,000 K. mikimotoi cells l−1 in the Saint-Brieuc317
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Bay on the 15 th of August 2003 and the mortality of many wild fish species was observed.318

319

The validation data set is completed with field data from regular survey networks. The Station320

ROS (48˚46’40”N 3˚56’15”W, 60 m depth) is situated off Roscoff and is part of the SOM-321

LIT network (French national network of Marine Stations). The Station CHA (Chausey Island,322

48˚52.71’N 1˚46.08’W, 11.5 m depth) is managed by the “Réseau Hydrologique Littoral Nor-323

mand” network. E1 is a long-term time series observatory of the JGOFS program is located 20324

miles off Plymouth (50˚02’N 4˚22’W, 55 m depth).
325

5 Results326

The performance of the model was statistically evaluated by linear regressions between observed327

versus computed data. For each parameter, the slope (a) and the ordinate at origin (b) of the328

regression are indicated. The outputs are saved every 4 days at midday.
329

5.1 Seasonal stratification
330

Figure 5 gives the SST provided by the AVHRR at mid-July 2003 (Fig. 5a) and the difference331

of the monthly average of SST given by the AVHRR and the circulation model for July 2003.332

A mass of warmer surface water appears isolated in the central western English Channel and333

is limited to the south by the Ushant Front. Here, the SST reached 20.1˚C on the 13 th July334

2003, whereas during the same period the SST along the north-western coast of Brittany was335

approximately 15.5˚C. The model accurately reproduces these satelite - observed patterns.336

For two stations located in the contrasting water masses (E1 for the warmer and ROS for337

the cooler), computed and measured water temperature at the sea surface and bottom are338

displayed in Figure 4. The seasonal course of the surface-bottom temperature difference (∆Θs−b)339

is also very different for these two stations. At Station E1, waters were mixed until April340

2003. A smooth stratification appeared during spring, reaching a maximum measurement of341

approximatively ∆Θs−b of 5.7˚C on the 3 rd August. This sharp two-layer structure, previously342

observed in the western English Channel during summer (e.g. Sharples et al., 2001), is also343

accurately reproduced by the model (Fig. 6). The model output shows a strong thermocline at344

15-20 meter, which is consitent with observations from a section perpendicular to the cornish345

coast. (Fig. 6b). In contrast vertically mixed waters with a maximal ∆Θs−b of only 0.95˚C346

(31 st August (Fig. 4) exist in the coastal strip off Roscoff. The figures 4b and 5b show that the347

model overestimates the temperature in the coastal mixed strip by about 2˚C during summer.
348

5.2 Spatial and temporal distribution of chlorophyll a and nutrients in 2003
349

In order to have an overview of the accuracy of the computed chl-a distribution, the simulated350

SS-Chla is compared to SeaWiFS-derived SS-Chla by using monthly averages and compos-351

ites respectively (Fig. 7). These comparisons show a satisfactory agreement from March to352
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May 2003, especially for the onset of the spring bloom in the eastern English Channel and353

the southern Bight of the North Sea. High chl-a concentrations (>10 µg l−1), exist along the354

coastal strip which extends from the Seine river mouth to the Dover Strait (Brylinski et al.,355

1991) and northwards to the Rhine river mouth whereas the southern English coast and the356

western English Channel experianced a lower spring bloom. The SS-Chla computed north off357

the Bay of Somme is lower than in the corresponding SeaWiFS composit for the three spring358

months presented, while in the western English Channel, the computed SS-Chla is higher than359

the mean SeaWiFS-derived SS-Chla during May (2.5-3.0 µg l−1 and <1.0 µg l−1 respectively).360

361

The ability of the model to replicate the seasonal cycle of nutrients and chl-a for the 3 sta-362

tions where extensive temporal data exists is shown in Figure 8. Historical data of nitrate and363

phosphate (Jordan and Joint, 1998) are used as a climatology for Station E1, the other field364

data were collected in 2003. The chlorophyll maximum is relatively well reproduced for these365

three stations both temporally and in magnitude. At Station E1, the simulated chl-a maximum366

(4.5 µg l−1) occurs in May, while at Station CHA in the mixed region the maximum occurs367

in April. Dissolved nutrients are sharply depleted after the spring bloom all over the Channel,368

except in the Bay of Seine, where the nutrient inputs are still supplied in summer. Thus, phy-369

toplankton groups which have high nutrient half-saturation constants become nutrient limited370

(e.g. diatoms).
371

The seasonal cycle of the principal nutrients is well simulated except in the summer months in372

the coastal station where riverine sources from northern Brittany, not taken into account due373

to their low mean flow, have a strong local influence. The increase in ammonnia concentration374

at station ROS post spring bloom is due to the regeneration of detrital nitrogen and excretion375

from primary consumers. Subsequent to the spring bloom, the nutrient concentration for all376

three sites increases similarly in both the model outputs and the data. As a results of this, a377

smaller diatom bloom is induced during Autumn, which is consistent with previous observa-378

tions (Rodr̀ıguez et al., 2000) and modelling results (Ménesguen and Hoch, 1997; Anderson and379

Williams, 1998; Hoch, 1998).380

381

5.3 The 2003 Karenia mikimotoi’s bloom382

The figure 9 shows the computed time-depth sequence of temperature, diatoms and Karenia383

mikimotoi at Station 275. Phytoplankton counts at the sea surface revealed that the bloom384

was monospecific during the Corystes Cruise 8/03. Figure 10 displays the depth-maximum385

concentration of K. mikimotoi sampled during the Corystes Cruise 8/03 superimposed on the386

depth-maximum computed on the 12 th July 2003. The model quite strongly underestimates the387

maximum concentration. While the in situ data indicates that the K. mikimotoi bloom reached388

in excess of 1,000,000 cells l−1 (1,370,800 cells l−1, sea surface level at Station 275), the model389

only provides a maximum concentration of 300’000 cells l−1. The computed K. mikimotoi cell390

density at Station 275 during 2003 is shown in Figure 9 with the diatom concentration and the391

temperature time-depth variation.
392

Massive concentrations were frequently encountered at the sea surface in the central Channel393
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(e.g. Station 275), while the cells seemed more abundant at the subsurface in the western394

region (e.g. Station 90, 1,171,100 cells l−1 at 19 m depth). If we refer to a W-E cross-section395

of the western English Channel (Fig. 2), the model simulates a spatially homogeneous K.396

mikimotoi maximum at 15-20 m depth (Fig. 11a) and cell densities of 75,000 cells l−1 at the397

sea surface. This inability of the model to reproduce high concentrations above the pycnocline is398

also displayed along the vertical profiles of three Corystes stations (Fig. 12). Nevertheless for 2399

out of 3 stations, the subsurface concentrations provided by the model are close to observations.
400

6 Discussion401

6.1 Global characteristics of the model
402

Compared to other recents ecosystem models developped in this area, ECO-MARS3D appears403

as a compromise between biogeochemical and hydrodynamical complexity. The phytoplanktonic404

compartment is described by three functionnal groups and one dinoflagellate species. Some405

marine ecosystem models still simulate one aggregated state variable for phytoplankton (e.g.406

Tuchkovenko and Lonin, 2003). The top-down control is also quite finely represented with two407

class of size of zooplankton. According to the meta-analysis of the 153 aquatic biogeochemical408

models of Arhonditsis and Brett (2004), this 16 state variables model has an intermediate level409

of complexity.
410

The model underestimates the spring phytoplankton bloom in the eastern English Channel,411

particularly between the mouth of the Seine river and the Dover Strait. Even if it is not412

our principal area of interest, many assumptions can be discussed. This area is dominated413

every spring by the Prymnesiophyte Phaeocystis globosa (Lancelot, 1995; Lefebvre and Libert,414

2003), thus our model cannot reproduce these observed high chl-a concentrations. Another415

ecological model including a Phaeocystis glogosa module shows similar under-estimations of416

the chlorophyll-a computation (Lacroix et al., 2007) in this coastal area, without one being417

able to say if it implies that the causes are identical into our two models. The comparison of418

the SS-Chla situations show that the computed coastal productive area is probably too large.419

The offshore dispersion of phytoplankton cells could be explained by a too diffusive advection420

scheme which leads to a drop of the spring peaks of phytoplankton.421

In the mixed coastal strip bordering the North Brittany coast (station ROS), the computed422

bloom starts too early at station ROS. This is perhaps due to an insufficient grazing pressure423

exerted by the benthic fauna. The actual empiric feeding formula concentrates the benthos424

grazing pressure in summer and does not take into account any influence of the bottom current425

velocity. This may have a significant effect in mixed area where the suspension feeders can delay426

the beginning of the bloom.
427

Such other regional ecosystem models reproduce more or less accurately the spatial and tempo-428

ral variability of chl-a concentrations. Arhonditsis and Brett (2004) assess that the simulation of429

the biological planktonic components is less satisfying than physical/chemical variables. Com-430

plex ecosystem models, like NEMURO model applied to the North-West Pacific Ocean (Hash-431

ioka and Yamanaka, 2007), ERSEM or MIRO use fixed sets of parameters tuned in some limits432
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indicated by the literature, it is often the weakest point in modelling (Jørgensen, 1999). One way433

to improve the parameterization of model values is data assimilisation. Applications to 3D bio-434

geochemical models are quite limited (Arhonditsis and Brett, 2004). For the model of the Gulf435

of Biscay, Huret et al. (2007) used optimization routines that assimilate the SSChl-a deduced436

from ocean color data during a three weeks spring period. Even if the simulation of the spring437

bloom is significantly improved, it would be probably necessary to perform the optimization of438

the whole set of parameters at different periods. A new generation of aquatic models carries out439

simulations using time-varying parameters or goal functions that determine the self-organizing440

response of ecosystems to perturbation (Jørgensen, 1999; Arhonditsis and Brett, 2004). Such441

structural models are able to account for the change in the species composition as well as for442

the ability of species to adapt to the prevailing conditions (Jørgensen, 1999). Adaptation pro-443

cesses are parsimoniously used in regional ecosystem models. The ERSEM model considers an444

adaptation mechanism for phytoplankton to light conditions with an adaptation time of 4 days445

(Kholmeier and Ebenhöh, 2007). But the research on photoacclimatation processes in adimen-446

sionnal systems is much more advanced. It requires the modelling of varying intracellular ratios447

(N:C and Chl:C, Smith and Yamanaka, 1996). Our model does not include such complex pro-448

cesses than structural models do. But the focus on the parameters and equations which govers449

the dynamics of Karenia mikimotoi, one species among the dinoflagellate functionnal groups,450

follows a common aim, i.e. the assessment of physical and chemical conditions which control451

the development of one temporarly dominating microalgal species.
452

6.2 Controlling factors in the dynamics of Karenia mikimotoi
453

This study benefits of the the occurence of an exceptionnal bloom of Karenia mikimotoi dur-454

ing the Corystes 8/03 cruise. The off-shore validation of the K. mikimotoi submodel is more455

advanced than for it’s first application in the Bay of Biscay Loyer (2001).
456

It is remarkable that from a spatial homogeneous initialization of 500 cells l−1 K. mikimotoi457

only survives in the western English Channel. Mathematical models allow to quantify the rela-458

tive importance of physico-chemical factors into the phytoplankton’s dynamics. The following459

discussion centres on why the western English Channel is the only favourable place for K.460

mikimotoi ’s development.
461

6.2.1 Growth and mortality
462

The development of the bloom at the subsurface is due to favourable conditions of light, tem-463

perature, turbulence and nutrients. Modelling offers the possibility to quantify the importance464

of each physico-chemical factors in the development of the Karenia bloom (analyzed in Figure465

13 for station 70). The growth limiting factors were calculated for light and each nutrient (Fig.466

13a), they range from 0 (total limitation) to 1 (no limitation). Under 15 m depth, the nutritive467

conditions are non-limitig (fN and fP effects above 0.8). As previously observed by Holligan468

(1979), the upward mixing of nutrient-rich bottom water provides unlimited nutrient condi-469

tions for K. mikimotoi development at the floor of the seasonal thermocline. The subsurface470

bloom uses the diapycnal source of nitrogen and appears at the nitracline level (Morin et al.,471

1989; Birrien et al., 1991). As K. mikimotoi does not suffer from photo inhibition, favourable472
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light is encountered from the sea surface to 20 m depth. The maximal growth rate of 0.4 d−1
473

occurred at 20 m, where the balance of light penetration with depth against the depletion of474

nutrients to the surface was at an optimum for growth. These observations contribute to the475

idea (e.g. Smayda, 2002) that stratification primarily controls the population dynamics through476

interactions with the vertical irradiance and nutrient gradients. Dinoflagellates are generally the477

dominant photosynthetic organisms after the spring diatom outburst (eg. Holligan et al., 1979).478

K. mikimotoi represents more that 50 % of the computed sea surface phytoplanktonic nitrogen479

biomass in mid-July at station E1, and reached a maximum of 80 % by mid-August. Karenia480

never dominates the phytoplanktonic community at the two mixed stations.
481

As suggested by Le Corre et al. (1993), the phenomenon of the K. mikimotoi bloom in the482

fronts and offshore stratified areas differs from that in coastal waters and estuaries. In the483

regions of freshwater influence, the nitrogen provided for the K. mikimotoi bloom is generally484

allochthonous, derived either as dissolved inorganic (Jones et al., 1982; Blasco et al., 1996) or485

remineralized biodegradable organic nitrogen (Prakash, 1987) brought into the system in spring486

by the less saline waters.
487

Vertical profiles of the stickiness factor α and the shear stress γ are presented in Figure 13b.488

The shear stress γ is higher in the upper and bottom layers due to wind stress and bottom489

current friction respectively. The stickiness coefficient is only modulated by temperature and490

thus, its mean spatial distribution at the sea surface during July (Fig. 14a) quite accurately491

follows the SST distribution displayed in Figure 5. In a vertical profile, the mortality sharply492

increases above the thermocline due to the stickiness factor increasing with temperature. The493

role of the stickiness factor α was investigated by a sensitivity simulation using a fixed low value494

of α. Results are shown (Fig. 14b, left) with a corresponding depth-maximum K. mikimotoi495

reached on the 12 th July with a slightly greater than the concentration reached in the reference496

run. The time series at station 275 (Fig. 14b, right) shows higher concentrations in July (days497

180-210) at both thermocline and surface levels, when compared to the corresponding nominal498

situation (Fig. 9c). Therefore, without any temperature effect on mortality, the K. mikimotoi499

computed bloom is more impressive in July compared to observations. Evidence to support the500

relevance of this parameters comes from a second R.V. Corystes cruise from the 14 th to the501

27 th August 2003 (results not shown) in the same area where no K. mikimotoi were observed.502

As α enhances K. mikimotoi ’s autotoxicity property, it plays a key-role in the termination of503

the bloom.504

Figure 15a displays the mean γ value at the sea surface.the shear stress γ is higher in the505

eastern English Channel Concentrations are lower (<70,000 cells l−1) in the western English506

Channel when compared to the standard output (Fig. 10). Even with quite a low fixed γ value,507

it denotes the impact of turbulence on the start of the bloom. Interestingly in contrast with508

the standard run, concentrations above 25,000 cells l−1 are predicted in the eastern English509

Channel. The term γ in the mortality rate is of primary importance for the simulation of the510

spatial distribution of K. mikimotoi.it is the turbulent conditions that control the survival of511

cells transported eastwards by the residual circulation.
512

The accurate replication of temperature is important because it effects both the growth of513

Karenia dynamics (µKar
T ), and the mortality rate (through α). The model overestimates the514

SST by about 2-2.5˚C in the mixed coastal strip delimited by the Ushant front (Figs. 5b and515

4b), leading to overestimation in of growth in this area, due to the higher temperature and516
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reduced mixing. There is a balancing effect of increased stickiness values, increasing mortality,517

but α still remains quite low (< 0.4) in comparison with offshore sea surface values. This518

results in a slight overestimation of the K. mikimotoi cell concentration along the coasts of519

North Brittany. Similarly the model predicts Karenia inshore along the Cornish coast, where520

the model underestimates the local turbulence, possibly in the due to wave mixing in the near521

coastal region.
522

The absolute magnitude of the bloom is underestimated, as has been noted before in the523

Bay of Biscay (Loyer, 2001). Several behavioural mechanisms are not described in the model,524

in particular, the ability of K. mikimotoi cells to migrate vertically in relation to a nutrient525

tropism. This strategy of vertical depth-keeping (Smayda, 2002) is made possible by means526

of a swimming behaviour. K. mikimotoi cells can migrate vertically at approximatively 230527

µm s−1 (Throndsen, 1979). Many other assumptions can also be noted; this model considers528

that Karenia mikimotoi is autotrophic, but many studies report an assimilation of organic529

substances by this species (Yamaguchi and Itakura, 1999; Purina et al., 2004). The ecosystem530

model parameterizes the microbial loop action, thus the dissolved organic pool is not described531

and the hypothetized mixotrophic behaviour cannot be studied. In addition, K. mikimotoi is532

able to store a large quantity of phosphorus during nutrient-replete conditions (Yamaguchi,533

1994), and appears to make dark uptake of nitrate under N-limiting conditions (Dixon and534

Holligan, 1989). These processes all contribute to sustain K. mikimotoi growth.
535

6.2.2 Allelopathy
536

In our model, Karenia mikimotoi inhibits the growth of other phytoplankters (eq. 1). The effect537

begins once a sufficiently high cell concentration has been reached. It is diffucult to transpose538

studies reported among other HAB species, however Solé et al. (2005) demonstrated a such539

threshold effect with a simple Lotka-Volterra model calibrated with laboratory experiments540

and with the simulation of the Chrysocromulina polypepsis bloom of 1998 with the ERSEM541

ecosystem model.
542

In order to assess the importance of allelopathy in the inter-specific competition, a simulation543

was carried out without any inhibitory effect (rall = 1).The depth-maximum K. mikimotoi544

concentration and the relative abundance of phytoplankton groups are displayed in Figure 16.545

Without an inhibitory effect, the maximum K. mikimotoi concentration computed at Station546

275 drops from 200,000 cells l−1 to 100,000 cells l−1. In the standard run, K. mikimotoi547

represents 60% of the total phytoplanctonic nitrogen at the end of July (Fig. 8), whereas,548

without the inhibitory effect, it only reaches 40 % of the N biomass (Fig. 16b).
549

In addition, the autumnal bloom is stronger when the inhibitory effect is removed (3.5 v.s.550

1.5 µg l−1). It demonstrates that, although the diatoms are no longer nutrient-limited, the K.551

mikimotoi exotoxins still inhibit diatom growth. However, observational evidence suggests that552

K. mikimotoi does not usually dominate the planktonic system in autumn (Rodr̀ıguez et al.,553

2000). It is therefore likely that the modelled termination of the bloom is certainly not abrupt554

enough. As the collapse of the bloom is essentially due to nutrient exhaustion (Partensky and555

Sournia, 1986; Morin et al., 1989; Birrien et al., 1991), in this instance as the magnitude of556

the bloom is underestimated nutrient depletion takes longer to occur. A secondary effect of the557

underestimation of K. mikimotoi ’s density by the model is that the importance of self-shading558
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on the blooms disappearance is thus also underestimated. Additionally, other factors can affect559

weakened cells and thus accelerate the bloom termination, viruses are able to repress Karenia560

mikimotoi growth (Onji et al., 2003) and bacteria can have an algicidal action (Yoshinaga et al.,561

1995; Lovejoy et al., 1998).
562

According to our assumptions (c.f. §3.2.3), K. mikimotöı is not grazed by zooplankton. Mukhopad-563

hyay and Bhattacharyya (2006) investigated the role of zooplankton grazing in a theoretical564

NPZ system. The single phytoplanktonic compartment produces inhibitoring substances for565

the zooplankton. The toxication process is modelized through the grazing function of type IV566

due to prey toxicity. The repulsive effect exerted by the phytoplankton is incorporated through567

a term of zooplankton positive cross-diffusion. According to the authors, the grazing pressure568

could play a significant role in controlling the bloom episode for specific values of parameters.569

But the grazing would be a sink term in the K. mikimotöı equation. Since the model actually570

under-estimates Karenia cells densites, this potential lacking process is probably not a major571

key for the understand of the model performances.
572

6.2.3 Role of advection
573

According to SeaWiFS images, the K. mikimotoi bloom originally located in the central western574

English Channel, seemed to have a trajectory directed towards the French coast. Similar events575

have been persistently observed elsewhere. Raine et al. (1993) suggested that the red tide576

observed off the south-west Irish coast during the summer 1991 had been advected towards577

the coast from the shelf. A special run was undertaken to test the role of advection in the578

propagation of the bloom. A passive tracer patch of concentration 100 was initialized on the579

23 rd July in the central western Channel, the spill moved northwards and never reached the580

coasts the French coast Figure 17. The visible displacement observed from satellite is most581

likely due not to mass transport but to the presence of favorable conditions in successive spots582

closer to the coast.583

6.3 Inoculum and overwintering of Karenia’s cells
584

In contrast to other dinoflagellate species (Persson, 2000; Morquecho and Lechuga-Devéze,585

2003), vegetative cells of K. mikimotoi are capable of overwintering (Yamaguchi, 1994; Gen-586

tien, 1998) and may not form cysts. Indeed, blooms of this eurytherm species have been reported587

to occur at temperatures as low as 4˚C (Blasco et al., 1996). A number of low winter concen-588

trations (5-10 cells l−1) have been observed in the Bay of Brest and it is hypothetized that589

the population originates from southern Brittany (Gentien, 1998). These low winter concen-590

trations would act as the seed population for later blooms when environmental conditions are591

favourable.592

Hydrological conditions at the entrance of the English Channel were investigated thanks to593

a ship of opportunity operating year-round between Plymouth (UK) and Bilbao (Spain) by594

Kelly-Gerreyn et al. (2004, 2005). Field data from 2002 to 2004 highlighted the fact that the595

discharge from major rivers of the Bay of Biscay (Loire, Gironde) was higher in 2003 than596

in 2002 and that favourable winds enhanced an unusual intrusion of lower salinity waters in597
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2003 (mean=34.93 p.s.u., equal in 2002 to 35.02 p.s.u.) off the North French Atlantic coast598

in late winter. It was hypothesized that this favoured the spectacular bloom of K. mikimotoi599

through increased buoyancy in the upper water column. If true then it demonstrates importance600

of good boundary conditions. In this model the salinity boundary condition is provided by a601

model of the Bay of Biscay (Huret et al., 2007). This model is itself strongly influenced at its602

northern limit by the Reynaud’s climatology (Reynaud et al., 1998) and thus does not provide603

an acute enough interannual variability of hydrological conditions. It is doubtful if this model604

has sufficient information on salinity to adequately investigate the role of buoyancy on the605

success of K. mikimotoi blooms.606

7 Conclusion607

A species specific model for Karenia mikimotoi has been developped and inserted in a 3D model608

of primary production. Such refined ecosystem models focused on a species of interest are few609

and mainly focused on microalgae (eg. Phaeocystis, Lacroix et al., 2007) or macroalgae (eg.610

Ulva, Ménesguen et al., 2006) responsible for eutrophication disturbance.
611

The sensitivity of Karenia mikimotoi to agitation was taken into account through the shear612

rate (γ) in the mortality calculation as first suggested by Gentien (1998) and adapted by Loyer613

et al. (2001) in the 3D ecosystem model of the Bay of Biscay. In adding to the original processes614

described by Loyer et al. (2001), our model describes the detrimental effect of the production615

of exotoxins on the growth of co-occurring phytoplankton species (rall).616

This model reproduces blooms at the subsurface level and highlights the importance of the617

two major factors in K. mikimotoi dynamics : lower turbulence and stratification. The excep-618

tional warm conditions in June 2003 produced a massive bloom. The results show that the619

model is very sensitive to its paramerization. Growth (through fT ) and mortality (through α)620

are strongly modulated by the water temperature. Sensitivity simulations highlight the key-621

role played by agitation for the spatial distribution of the bloom. Moreover, the K. mikimotoi622

biomass is doubled due to allelopathy exerted on competitors for resources. Although the spatial623

distribution of the computed Karenia mikimotoi shows a satisfactory accordance with Corystes624

data, the computed cell densities are lower. The simulated bloom does not exceed the hivernal625

nitrogen pool, whereas field population did. This may be due to swimming behaviour as has626

been investigated for Karenia brevis by (Liu et al., 2002) in the Florida shelf region. Modelling627

dark-uptake of nitrogen (done by Yanagi et al., 1995) or temporarily intracellular storage of628

nutrients may increase the biomass. However, this requires the use of quota model. In con-629

trast to derived-Monod models, quota models consider that growth not only depends on the630

extracellular nutrient concentration, but also on the internal pool of nutrients (Ménesguen and631

Hoch, 1997; Flynn, 2003). The disadvantage being that quota models increase considerably the632

number of prognostic variables and consequently the computing time. Thus, in spite the limits633

of application of Monod models for the modelling of multi-nutrient interactions in phytoplank-634

ton (Droop, 1975; Flynn, 2003), it is these models that are still being coupled to circulation635

models. Thus, processes that would increase the Karenia mikimotoi biomass at the subsurface636

level can’t actually be replicated with 3D refined ecosystem models as the computing time is637

still a strong constraint.
638
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As well as the limitations in the models dynamics, it could be that interannual variability of fresh639

water intrusions from the Atlantic shelf could directly effect the bloom intensity (Kelly-Gerreyn640

et al., 2005). This interesting hypothesis could be tested by further extending the model do-641

main in addition to possesing increased knowledge of the location of over wintering populations.642
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Appendix A - Processes linked to the plankton in the657

biogeochemical model.
658

The effect of the temperature fT is an exponential function with a doubling of the

effect for each 10˚C variation (Q10=2): fT = expa T , with T the water temperature.

Growth of the phytoplankton µi (d−1), with i=Dia, Din, Nan : µi = µi0 fT flimi

The limiting effect f i
lim is a Liebig low extended to the effect of light :

Dia : f i
lim = min(f i

lum, f i
N , f i

Si, f
i
P ) Din and Nan : f i

lim = min(f i
lum, f i

N , f i
Si, f

i
P )

The effet of light at the depth z, flumi(z), is approched by Steele (1962)’s formula :

f i
lum(z) = 1

∆z

∫ z+ 1

2
∆z

z− 1

2
∆z

(

Iz/PAR

Ii
opt

)

exp

(

1−
Iz/PAR

Ii
opt

)

dz , with Iopti the optimal irradiance of i.

From the sea surface irradiance I0, the irradiance decreases exponentially : Iz = I0 exp−k z

The extinction coefficient k is a combination of chlorophyll and SPM concentration

(Gohin et al., 2005) : k = kw + kp Chl0.8 + kspm SPM

with kw, kp and kspm are respectively the k of water, phytoplankton and mineral SPM.

The limiting effect exerted by each nutrient is described by a Michaelis-Menten relationship :

for a nutrient n of concentration Cn : f i
n = Ci

n

Cn+Ki
n

; for nitrogen, it takes into account

the both DIN forms : f i
N = f i

NO3 + f i
NH4 = NO3

NO3+Ki
NO3

+NH4

Ki
NO3

Ki
NH4

+ NH4

NHi
4
+K

NHi
4

+NO3

Ki
NH4

Ki
NO3

Death of the phytoplankton mi (d−1), with i=Dia, Din, Nan : mi = m0i fT

Growth of the zooplankton µj (d−1), with j=Mez, Miz :

For Mez, it is described by an Ivlev function :

µMez = µ0Mez fT

(

1 − exp(−γ max(0,P Mez
−δ))

)

with µ0Mez : the growth rate at 0˚, δ : the escape threshold, PMez the available preys

and γ : the slope of the Ivlev function.

For Miz it is described by a Michaelis-Menten function : µMiz = µ0Miz fT
P Miz

P Miz+kprey

The available quantity of preys for each zooplankton class j is assessed with preferency factors :

Pj =
∑

pi
j j , with for Mez, i=Dia, Din, Miz and for Miz, i=Nano,Det

The assimilation rate of zooplankton is approached by : τj = 0.3
(

3 − 0.67 P j

µ0j fT

)

.

Excretion of the zooplankton ej (d−1), with j = Mez, Miz : ej = e0j fT

Death of the zooplankton mj (d−1), with j = Mez, Miz :

For Miz, it’s only linked to the temperature : mMiz = m0Miz fT

For Mez, it’s also dependant of its biomass : mMez = fT max(m0Mez, mb0Mez Mez)
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Appendix B - Processes linked to the suspended feeders, detrital659

matters and sinking processes in the biogeochemical model.
660

Uptake of phytoplankton and detritus by suspension feeders uBent (µmol N l−1 d−1) :

It is dependant of a seasonal filtration intensity (fsin(t)) and of the prey availability (PBent) :

uq
Bent(t) = filmax fsin(t) fP P q

Bent , with q = (Phy, Det).

PPhy
Bent =

∑

i , with i=Dia, Din, Nan and PDet
Bent = min(Ndet, Pdet rDet

N :P ).

With t the julian day : fsin(t) =
(

1 + sin (2 π
365 (t − 125))

)

/2

Preys escape to the grazing pressure following a Michaelis-Menten function : fP = PBent
PBent+KBent

Mortality mBent and excretion eBent of suspension feeders (d−1) :

The mortality is dependant of the benthos biomass : mBent = fT max(m0Bent, mb0Bent Bent)

The dissolved excretion kinetics is only moduled by temperature : eBent = fT e0Bent

The sedimentation velocity of diatoms wDia (m d−1) depends of the nutrient limitation fNlim :
wDia = wDia

min fNlim
0.2 + wDia

max

(

1 − fNlim
0.2

)

, with fNlim = min(fN , fP , fSi).

Sedimentation velocity of detrital matters wDet (m d−1) :

wDet = wDet
Zoo

(

1
r+1

)

+ wDet
Phy

(

1 − 1
r+1

)

, with r = Qphyto/QZoo

Qphyto =
∑4

i=1 mi i , with i=Dia, Din, Nan, Kar.

QZoo =
∑2

j=1

(

(1 − τi) µj + mj

)

j , with j=Mez, Miz.

wDet
Zoo is a constant, but wDet

Phyto is driven by the Stockes law (Yamamoto, 1983) :

wDet
Phyto = 1

18 g rDet
ρDet−ρw

ν ρw

with g the gravitational acceleration, ρDet the density of detrital particles of phytoplanktonic

origin, rDet the radius of these particles, ρw the water density and ν the molecular viscosity.

Adsorption and desorption of phosphate (d−1) :

kadsorp = Cadsorp max(0 , Cmax
adsorp SPM − Pads) kdesorp = Cdesorp min(1 , Pads

Cmax
adsorp

SPM
)

Remineralization of detrital matters in water and sediment (c: water w or sediment s) :

Remineralization of N and P in water : minNw = minN0w fT minPw = minP0w fT

Nitrification in water : nitw = nit0w fT

In sediment, remineralization of nitrogen and phosphorus are drived by the oxic condition :

minNs = minN0s fT fmin
O2

, minPs = minP0s fT fmin
O2

, nits = nit0s fT fnit
O2

with fmin
O2

= O2/(O2 + Kmin
O2

) and fnit
O2

= O2/(O2 + Knit
O2

)

Dissolution of biogenic silicon : disSic = disSi0c fT
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Differential equations for local sources and sinks of the non-conservative variables in water.
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symbol parameter value unit source

General

a coefficient in thermal effect 0.07 (˚C)−1 Baretta-Becker et al., 1994

rP :N P:N ratio 0.0625 mol mol−1 Redfield et al., 1963

MC molar mass of carbon 12 g mol−1

Phytoplankton

rN :Chl N:chl-a ratio 0.6285 mol µg l−1 Huret et al., 2007

rPhy
C:N C:N ratio (K. mikimotoi execpted) 6.625 mol mol−1 Redfield et al., 1963

Diatoms

µ0Dia growth rate at 0˚C 0.7 d−1 Paasche, 1973

m0Dia mortality rate at 0˚C 0.03 d−1 Cugier et al., 2005b

KDia
NO3 half-saturation constant for NO3 2 µmol l−1 Andersen and Nival, 1989

KDia
NH4 half-saturation constant for NH4 1.5 µmol l−1 Loyer, 2001

KDia
P half-saturation constant for P 0.15 µmol l−1 Aksnes et al., 1995

KDia
Si half-saturation constant for Si 1 µmol l−1 Paasche, 1973

IDia
opt optimal irradiance 70 W m−2 Mortain-Bertand et al., 1988

rDia
Si:N Si:N ratio 0.65 mol mol−1 adjusted

Dinoflagellates

µ0Din growth rate at 0˚C 0.35 d−1 Cugier et al., 2005b

m0Din mortality rate at 0˚C 0.02 d−1 Cugier et al., 2005b

KDin
NO3 half-saturation constant for NO3 4 µmol l−1 Loyer, 2001

KDin
NH4 half-saturation constant for NH4 0.9 µmol l−1 Loyer, 2001

KDin
P half-saturation constant for P 0.1 µmol l−1 Aksnes et al., 1995

IDin
opt optimal irradiance 170 W m−2 Cugier et al., 2005b

Nanophytoplankton

µ0Nan growth rate at 0˚C 1 d−1 Hoch, 1998

mNan mortality rate 0.115 d−1 adjusted

KNan
N03 half-saturation constant for NO3 0.1 µmol l−1 adjusted

KNan
NH4 half-saturation constant for NH4 0.05 µmol l−1 Loyer, 2001

KNan
P half-saturation constant for P 0.1 µmol l−1 Hoch, 1998

INan
opt half-sat. constant for irradiance 20 W m−2 Loyer, 2001

Table 2
Parameters used for the general planktonic system (1/2).
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symbol parameter value unit source

Coefficients for ligth attenuation

PAR photosynthetic active radiation coeff. 42.5 % Jitts et al., 1976

kw attenuation coefficient due to water 0.1 m−1 Gohin et al., 2005

kp attenuation coefficient due to chl-a 0.05 m−1(mg m−3)−1 Gohin et al., 2005

kspm attenuation coefficient due to SPM 0.0625 m−1(mg l−1)−1 Gohin et al., 2005

Karenia mikimotoi

mcKar mortality rate 3.2 10−9 cell l−1 Loyer, 2001

KKar
N03 half-saturation constant for NO3 5 µmol N l−1 Loyer et al., 2001

KKar
NH4 half-saturation constant for NH4 0.01 µmol P l−1 Loyer et al., 2001

KKar
P half-saturation constant for P 0.05 µmol Si l−1 Loyer et al., 2001

IKar
opt half-saturation constant for irradiance 1.15 W m−2 Loyer, 2001

rKar
cell:chl number of cells per unit of chl-a biomass 53,000 cells µg−1 Corystes 8/03

rKar
N :cell internal quota in N 4 10−6 pmol cell−1 adjusted

Common parameters of the Zooplankton

rZoo
C:dw C:dry weight ratio 0.25 g g−1 LL93

rZoo
C:N C:N ratio 5 mol mol−1 LL93

Mesozooplankton

µ0Mez growth rate at 0˚C 0.3 d−1 Hoch, 1998

m0Mez mortality rate at 0˚C 0.06 d−1 Cugier et al., 2005b

mb0Mez biomass-dependant mortality rate at 0˚C 0.0006 d−1 (µg−1 l) Cugier et al., 2005b

δ predation escape threshold 0.75 µmol N l−1 adjusted

τMiz assimilation rate 0.6 adim. Azam et al., 1983

e0Mez excretion rate at 0˚C 0.03 d−1 Hoch, 1998

γ slope of the Ivlev function 0.15 l (µmol N)−1 adjusted

pDia preferency coeficient for Dia 1.0 dimens. less Loyer, 2001

pDin preferency coeficient for Din 0.1 dimens. less Loyer, 2001

pMiz preferency coeficient for Miz 0.7 dimens. less Loyer, 2001

Microzooplankton

µ0Miz growth rate at 0˚C 0.3 d−1 Hoch, 1998

m0Miz mortality rate at 0˚C 0.1 d−1 Hoch, 1998

kprey half-saturation coefficient of preys 0.5 µmol N l−1 adjusted

pDet preferency coeficient for detrital matters 0.8 dimens. less adjusted

e0Miz excretion rate at 0˚C 0.1 d−1 Hoch, 1998

Table 3
Parameters used for the general planktonic system (2/2). LL93 : Le Fèvre-Lehoërff et al., 199334



symbol parameter value unit source

filmax maximum filtration rate 15 dm3 j−1 m−2 calibrated

m0Bent mortality rate at 0˚C 0.001 d−1 Le Pape et al., 1999

mb0Bent biomass-dependant mortality at 0˚C 0.0002 d−1 (g m−2C)−1 calibrated

e0Bent excretion rate at 0˚C 0.0025 d−1 calibrated

KBent half-saturation constant for preys 0.5 µmol l−1 N calibrated

τPhy assimilation rate of phytoplankton 0.6 adim. Le Pape et al., 1999

τDet assimilation rate of detrital matters 0.2 adim. Le Pape et al., 1999

rBent
C:N C:N ratio of benthos 5 mol mol−1 Le Pape et al., 1999

Table 4
Parameters in relation to the benthic suspension feeders.
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Fig. 1. Monthly composites of the sea surface chlorophyll a concentration derived from SeaWiFS/OC5.
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Fig. 4. Surface and bottom water temperature at Station E1 (a) and Station ROS (b) computed by the
model (continuous and dashed lines respectively), from field data (surface : •, bottom : ◦ ) and from
AVHRR captor (×). E1 field data supplied by Marine Environmental Change Network and Marine
Biological Association of the UK.
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Fig. 5. SST from AVHRR captor on the 13 th of July 2003 (a) and difference between the model and
the AVHRR captor in the assessment of the mean SST of July 2003 (b), red colorscale indicates areas
of overestimation by the model, blue colorscale indicates areas of underestimation by the model.
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symbol parameter value unit source

Detrital matters

minN0w N nimeralization rate at 0˚C in water 0.025 d−1 adjusted

nit0w nitrification rate at 0˚C in water 0.023 d−1 adjusted

minP0w P nimeralization rate at 0˚C in water 0.02 d−1 adjusted

disSi0w Si dissolution rate at 0˚C in water 0.005 d−1 Huret, 2005

minN0s N nimeralization rate at 0˚C in sedi-
ment

0.01 d−1 adjusted

nit0s nitrification rate at 0˚C in sediment 0.02 d−1 adjusted

minP0s P nimeralization rate at 0˚C in sedi-
ment

0.01 d−1 adjusted

disSi0s Si dissolution rate at 0˚C in sediment 0.0035 d−1 Cugier et al., 2005b

Kmin
O2

half-saturation constant of O2 in remin. 0.6 adim. Cugier et al., 2005b

Knit
O2

half-saturation constant of O2 in nitrif. 1.2 adim. Cugier et al., 2005b

Particulate adsorbed phosphorus

Cadsop P adsorption rate 2.4 d−1 Cugier et al., 2005b

Cdesorp P desorption rate 0.12 d−1 dm3 µmol−1Cugier et al., 2005b

Qmax
adsop maximum P adsorption capacity 40 µmol g−1 Cugier et al., 2005b

Sedimentation processes and characteristics of the sediment

wDia
min diatom minimum sedimentation velocity 0.5 m d−1 Loyer, 2001

wDia
max diatom maximum sedimentation veloc-

ity
1.8 m d−1 Loyer, 2001

wdet
Zoo sedimentation velocity of zooplankton

detritus
120 m d−1 Huret, 2005

rDet radius of phytoplankton detritus 1.5 10−5 m Loyer, 2001

ρDet density of phytoplankton detritus 2000 kg m−3 Loyer, 2001

ν molecular viscosity 10−6 m2 s−1 Loyer, 2001

wSPM
min SPM’s minimum sedimentation velocity 5 10−6 m s−1 Cugier and Le Hir, 2000

wSPM
max SPM’s maximum sedimentation velocity 10−5 m s−1 Cugier and Le Hir, 2000

τcd threshold constraint for deposition 1.0 N m−2 Cugier and Le Hir, 2000

τce threshold constraint for erosion 0.89 N m−2 Cugier and Le Hir, 2000

csed concentration of the sediment 500 kg m−3 adjusted

ersed erosion rate 0.05 kg m−2 s−1 Cugier and Le Hir, 2000

Table 5
Parameters used in mineralization processes and in exchanges of particles between water and sediment.
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Fig. 7. Monthly mean of sea surface chlorophyll a situations calculated from SeaWiFS images (left)
and outputs of the model (right).
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Fig. 8. 2003 annual cycle of nutrients, chlorophyll and phytoplanktonic successions for 3 stations.
Results of the model (−), data from SeaWiFS (×) and in situ data (•). Nutrient data at Station E1
are monthly means from 1980-1987 data (Jordan and Joint, 1998).
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Fig. 9. Computed depth-time course of temperature (a), diatoms (b) and Karenia mikimotoi concen-
tration (c) at Station 275 during 2003.
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Fig. 13. Computed vertical distributions of growth limiting effects (a) and processes involved in the
mortality of Karenia mikimotoi (b) at Station 70 (see Figure 2) the 12/th July 2003, at midday.
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Fig. 14. Sensitivity analysis on the stickiness factor α. (a) Mean surface values of α in July 2003
during the nominal run. (b) Depth-maximum of Karenia the 12 th of July 2003 (left) and computed
depth-time course of Karenia at Station 275 (right) during the special run when α is fixed (α = αmin).
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Fig. 15. Sensitivity analysis on the turbulent factor γ. (a) Mean surface values of the γ in April 2003
during the nominal run. (b) Depth-maximum of Karenia the 12 th of July 2003 of the special run when
γ is fixed (γ = 0.2 s−1).
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Fig. 16. The importance of the allelopathy. (a) Depth-maximum of Karenia the 12 th of July 2003 of
the special run when rall = 0., (b) relative importance of phytoplanktonik groups at Station E1 when
rall = 1.
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Fig. 17. Fate of a passive tracer spill during the Karenia mikimotoi bloom. Isolines of surface concen-
tration > 10 indicated every week time lag.
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